
A01 –Artist references
❑ 6+/A
❑Research into the artist and a deeper understanding of 

the context of the artists work evident
❑Pictures of the artists work
❑An analysis of the artists work in your own words 
❑ Your own written opinion of the artists work
❑An accurate and highly detailed copy of the artist work
❑Work created in the style of your artists work with very 

strong visual and contextual links

5+/B
❑Research into the artist and context of their artwork
❑Pictures of the artists work
❑An analysis of the artists work in your own words 
❑ Your own written opinion of the artists work
❑An accurate and highly detailed copy of the artist work
❑Work creating in the style of your artists work with 

very strong visual and contextual links

4+/C
❑Artists artwork and style summarised in your own 

words
❑ Images of artist’s work
❑Artwork created in the style of your artist

3+/D
❑Described the artists artwork
❑ Images of artist’s work
❑Artwork created somewhat in the style of your artist

Both pages contain 
artwork linked to 
the artist and are 

visually appealing! 
The work of the 
artists has been 

analysed to 
include the artists 

meaning and 
intent. 



A01 –Artist references
8 and above/A*
❑Research into the artist and a deeper understanding 

of the context of the artists work evident
❑Pictures of the artists work
❑Highly analytical annotations
❑Personal opinion of the artists work in your own 

words 
❑An accurate and highly detailed copy of the artist 

work (optional)
❑Work created in the style of your artists work with 

exceptionally strong visual and contextual links.

The student has created a large scale artist copy. This is optional to demonstrate your 
understanding of the artists process. The student used her own photographs to create 
a work in the style of the artist.  

Top tips:
✓ Ensure you include high quality images of the artists work.
✓ When working in the style of the artist remember this is not just a copy of the 

artists idea.
✓ Be analytical in your annotations, this doesn’t mean reams of written work, be 

specific. Don’t just describe the work, consider the meaning behind the work, the 
effect the work has on the viewer and how this will influence your own work.



A02 – Development and experimentation
6+/A
❑ 3 or more artworks created in the style of 

both artists which strongly link to your 
personal theme

❑Developments show deeper understanding of 
artist context and techniques

❑ Ideas have been highly developed through 
experimentation showing strong visual and 
technical links to both artists.

5+/B
❑ 2/3 artworks created in the style of both 

artists which confidently link to your personal 
theme

❑Developments show an understanding of 
artist context and techniques

❑ Ideas have been highly developed through 
experimentation
showing strong visual and technical links to 

both artists
4+/C
❑ 2 artworks created in the style of both artists 

which link to your personal theme
❑ Ideas have been developed through 

experimentation
❑ Showing visual and technical links to both 

artists
3+/D
❑ 2 artworks created in the style of both artists 
❑ Ideas have been developed through some 

experimentation
❑ Showing some visual links to both artists

All ideas are based on 
original photography 

and analysed



A02 – Development and experimentation

8 and above/A*
❑At least 3 or more artworks created in the 

style of both artists which strongly link to 
your personal theme.

❑Developments show deeper understanding 
of artist context and techniques.

❑Ideas have been highly developed through 
experimentation showing strong visual, 
contextual and technical links to both artists. 

❑The work has moved on from replicating 
artists style, to being inspired by artists style. 

❑A broad and extensive experimentation of a 
range of medias and techniques.

The student used their own photographs to create further developments of digital edits 
influenced by Aneta Ivanova’s style. They evidenced their process within their sketchbook. 
The student then created a colour pencil outcome incorporating their digital work. Further 
digital work was created, using the double exposure techniques, which was a key element of 
the artists work. The student explores new ways of evolving their artists style.

Top tips:
✓ Ensure your experimentations are varied. 
✓ Develop and refine new ideas to explore 

several ways of using your artists style.
✓ Include digital outcomes to save time and 

allow quick experimentation.
✓ Take risks and be evaluative in your 

annotations.



. 

A03 – Recording (Drawing)
6+/A
❑Highly accurate shapes and 

proportions achieved. A vast 
range of tones used with high 
contrast, creating depth. 
Accurate textures and fine 
details skilfully included 
creating a realistic effect.

5+/B
❑Accurate shapes and 

proportions achieved. A wide 
range of smoothly blended 
tones. More details and implied 
texture included.

4+/C
❑Mostly accurate shape and 

proportions, including a more 
varied tonal range. Shading is 
smoother and some details 
included.

3+/D
❑More accurate shapes and 

proportions with smoother 
outlines. Highlights and 
Lowlights used with little tonal 
range.

Top tips:
A rubber pencil or a fine cut 
rubber is ideal for very thin or 
precise highlights
Use the grid method and be



. 

A03 – Recording (drawing)

Top tips:

✓ Use the grid method and be very 
observant for tiny details within the 
shapes and tones of an image.

✓ Do not rush your work, higher quality 
drawings take more time.

✓ A rubber pencil or a fine cut rubber is 
ideal for very thin or precise highlights.

✓ Use a high graded B pencil for a high 
contrast in your work. 8B-12B’s are 
ideal.

8 and above/A*
❑Extremely accurate shapes and proportions 

achieved. Paying attention to tiny details.  A 
vast range of contrasting tones, creating 
depth and excellent realistic qualities. 
Implied texture and precise fine details 
skilfully recorded to a very high quality. 
Exceptionally high standard of drawing.

❑Colour pencil pieces and paintings include a 
broad range of tints and shades to create 
depth within an image. Fine details are 
included using fine brush strokes. Colour 
pencil can be added on top of paintings to 
capture this.

The student has a range of 
observational drawings from 
their own photographs, using a 
variety of mediums. Often the 
reference images have been 
displayed beside the recording, 
however this is not compulsory.

The pencil work is meticulously 
detailed with high contrast and 
precise highlights.

Paintings include  a range of 
under layers to create the form 
of the object. Very delicate brush 
strokes have been used to 
capture  texture and details.



A04 –Personal responses & Final piece
6+/A

❑3 final piece ideas with very strong links both 
visually and technically to artist work.

❑Your ideas show a personal response to your 
theme.

❑Ideas are confidently refined
❑Ideas are varied
❑Final piece plan and mock up

5+/B

❑3 final piece ideas with strong links both visually 
and technically to artist work.

❑Your ideas show a personal response to your 
theme

❑Ideas have some refinement
❑Ideas are varied
❑Final piece plan and mock up 

4+/C

❑3 final piece ideas with clear links both visually 
and technically to artist work.

❑Ideas have some refinement
❑Ideas are varied
❑Final piece plan 

3+/D

❑Final piece ideas with some visual links to artist 
work.

❑Ideas are varied
❑Final piece plan 

Idea 1 Idea 2

Idea 3

Final outcome 



A04 –Personal responses & Final piece
8 and above/A*

❑3 final piece ideas with 
exceptionally strong links 
both visually and technically 
to artists work.

❑Your ideas show a personal 
response to your theme with 
clear influences from each 
artist.

❑Ideas are highly refined
❑Ideas are varied.
❑Final piece plan and an 

accurate mock up.


